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PREFACE (Continued)

David Harrison long with r. Nigel rner, expanded on Hr. Harrison's

'earlier present ion on th outreach rogram at Malaspina College.

To all of t e presentors, as eli as to all of the eartircipants,

we wish to expresp ur thanks. P1 arLnderway fdr another Compensa-

tory/Reuel:11AI Conf ace for 1977. If you wish to make any inputs re:

g rding this confers e, please send them to:

J.

Research Asa ciate

'

1
M217 Miller Hall .1001-12

Community Co leges.Development Center

niversity of Wast6giton
attle, Washingtot 48195
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CURRERT, ISSUES .1N SECOND LANGUAGE LEARNING RESEARCH, AND

THEIR IMPLICATIONS FOR THE ESL CbASSROOM

Georgette Ioup*
..

.
.. .

''..),-N

Today I'm going to discuss with you Some of the aic t work that

has been done in the field of secondPlangolge learning research and then

try to.deterMl;te what
I
import this has for the ESL classroom. To begin:

we-might identify two questions that stand out-above all othe

t
s as the

. .

central issue in tht_field of ESL research:

First, we Ant to know in what.way second language learning is

the same as fitst language acquisition and in what ways it is

diffeserit. Furthermore, does a child learn/I-1g a secondlang-

uage approach this task thesame way as an adult learning a --,

second language?

Secondly, it hai alwaysseesed a puzzle that some people are able

to learn a foreign language quickly and with great expertise,

while others, g$ven the sit= opportunity to learn, are complete

failures. Is this just due ,to the fact.that some people have

a "knack" for languages and others do not, or -are there other

criteria?, If it is a "knack "/for lahguages that is responsible,

just ?hat exactly does this'"knIck" involve?

A first step in finding answers to these,questions would be'to

,identify the cognitive processes employed in acquiring language. For a

long time it was believed that a behaviorist model could account for

all language acquisition. This model was developed for first language

acquisition by B. F. Skinner and adapted to second language learning

psychology. Charles Fries and Robert Lado-Ate two of the more proud

ent names. According to this theory, all language.learning was sai

*Assistant Professor of Linguistics, Unioeisily of Washington
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CURRENT ISSUES'N SECOND LAN4,UA(,E LEARNING RESEARCP,
AND THEIR IMPLICATIONS FOR THE ESL CLASSROOM
Geotgette Ioup

to be habit formation of correct linguistic behavior. The environment

ptoNiided the linguistic models which the learner imitated and repeated

until he or she had internalized the patterns of the language as a set

of habits/ Why, Eben,)did adults have such difficulty learning a second

language when children found the task to be so simple.? The answeryas

not hard to find. Adults already had a set of language habits wilch
.

caused interference in acquiring a new sot of habits. Mastering a new

set of verbal responses to particular language or contextual stimuli

reqUires theoextinction of the old set of responses. Wprere the target

langbage and the native language differed, the structuresin thenative"

language inerferrecwith the acquisition of parallel structures in the

target language. Such a theoty which accounted far differences between,,

the acquisitkpn of first and second language by positpig structural in-.

terfL-ence was. referred to as the Contrastive Analysis'Hypothesis.t

This theory coupled with'the beWviorist account of language acquisition

.provided the theoretical foundations for what has become the most widely

used method in second language teaching, 1-the Audio Lingual Method (ALM).,

Because a is based On behaviorist principles, imitation and rivetitaon

are central components of the ALM method. A finite list,of patterns
..,

(pereaps 200300) it'itiolateioldthe target language. These are inatat-

I ad, repeated and manipulated through a series of dialogues and pattern

drills until they become automaticiresponse to appropriate stimuli.
0

t: /
When thete patterns have acquired the strength f automatic responses,.

f\then one can cooside i e 4hat the language has b n successful mastered.

There axe inadequacies in a behaviorist account of language learn-
1

ing / Ho= Chomsky, in bid -sou famous review of Skinner's Verbal Learn-

ing, publis6d in 1959, was the first to attack this theory. He demon-

strated thit the classical notions of stimulus, response and reinforce-
.

''

2
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CURRENT ISSUES IN SECOND LANGUAGE LEARNING RESEARCH,
AND 'THEIR IMPLICATIONS FOR THE ESL CLASSROOM

'Ceorgette loup

mant which were developed to describe artificially learned behavior in '

raboratory animals became vacuous when extended to a description of the

complexities of language acquisition. As psychologists and linguists

began a syStematic and more penetratGg investigation of linguistic 6

strUcturand atquisitiod, the shortcomings of a betOvioilst theory be-

y . cane obvious. Language use is creative: Children speak and ,comprehend

. seatences they.,have never encountered,before. Pattern and generaliza-

tion, notions "devejoped 1:43r behavior?ilts to account for creativity

langUage, provide an inadeqUaie analysfS. In fhefirkt plabe, there ,

are just too many patterns to be accounted for. As modern liqguisti6s

/'
has shown, these are more patterns fn language then there are seconds in

a lifetime. $00andly, the appropriate rule governed behavior characte-

izing a given structure cannot be captured by a simple pdttern. More

than one level of linguistic description is needed to adequately analyze

a given sentence. Each linguistic description must contain both a. super-,0

ficial, that is surface analysis, and a deeper, more rebate analysis

which cocrespondt more closely to the meaning of the utterance, The

child must -be able, to abstract this underlying linguistic struCturefram,

the data and incorporate it into his or her internal eamar. There is

no way@ child can imitate or repeat this abstract underlying structure.

The child must form strategies and hyOcichesed as to thednAtTre' of the

.linguistic system, constantly revising the hypotheses as the.data tieing

perceived become or sophisticated. ,

There are other peak spots in.a behaviorist, habit formation theory.'

Thelutterances children prqduce are seldom like the sentences heard in

the adult model. How can the dtlila be imitating structures and patterns

encourrtered invzhe.environcent? It.has.becoce obvious that the'ehild

constructs a grammar of his or her own, and it is this grammar which pro-
/ / ,

'
3
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CURRENT ISSUES IN'SECOND LANGUAGE LEARNING RESEARCH,
AND TpEIR IMPLICATIONS FOR THE. ESL CLASSROOM
Georgette Loup

duces'the sentences unique to child language. Research has shown us

that children progress through identical stages as they develop adult

speech. The stage.4 are universal and hlve been attested in the acquisi-
.

tion.data of 'children from many languages. Yet certainly the envirmI:

netts asst be quite diverse from culture to culture and from one child

to another.

child. This

woUld follow

the case.

The'types of stimuli and reinforcement are unique to each

would predict a behavioral :yodel that language learning

individual paths. But, as we noted above, the oppositeis

The more research that is'being done on first language acquisition;

the more we discover that bphaviorism is not a,feasible theory, that

children are not imitating patterns and forming good language habits,

but that'they are abstracting from the data and formulating their own
.

hypotheses about the rules underlying language use. We infer to the

child an acellit,'cognitiV1 process, not passiVel eternally controlled

' behavior. In a behayiorist habit formation theory, the model, be it the

parent or the teacher, is the one who shapes thelankuhge learning pro-

cess by providing the stimuli and the appropriate ieinforcetents. In a

cognitive theory of.languhge acquisition, thellearner;"be it'child or

adulWassumee the initiative and controls thl learning process. She or

he selects the material to be analyzed from a wide range of data and

forms hypotheses abbot it.

k N
Let us' now turn to second language sclsition.

uage learned through habit formation/ WilaL.role doe;

Is a second lang-

intererente play

in acquiring a second language? Why is it that adults seem to find r e.

task more difficult than children? Recnnt studies in the psychology /of,.
/.

second language leatnIng have been addressing themselves to these ydry.

questions.

4
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CURRENT ISSUES IN SECOND LANGUAGE LEARNING RESEARCH,
AND THEIR IMPLICATIONS FOR THE ESE CLASSROOM
Georgette Ioup

The modern investigation of the cognitive processles underlying second

language acquisition began with Eric Lennebetg iato, in 1967, published his

monumental work, The Biological Foundations of Language. In this book

he presents evidence to suggest that human Wings have afcriticai period

for language acquisition. What do we meari.by a critical period? The

critical period refers to a stage in developMent at which time acquisition

' of a giyen prgcess is possible. It cannot be achieved before or after

that time. For example, baby chicks imprint (that is, tick object to.

fallow during early development) in the first few weeks after birth. If

theyeare not able to do it then, then they. can't be trained to do it later

and they develop abnormal behavior. With respect to human beings, Lenne-

berg propopes that the critical period for language acquisition end at

puberty, implying thi our innate language acquisition devtce,teases to

function at thi4 stage in our lives. Is there any explanation for'why

our language acquisititn device would cease to function at this'time?

Lenneberg hypothesizes that this termination of human language learn-

ing ability can be correlated with the completion or lateralization in
,

the human brain whereby one hemisphere is specialized for language and

linear operation and opher is specialized for spatial and Gestalt

rglations To 'Support. is hypothesis that the process of hemisphere
4

specialization is complete at puberty, he presenp evidence from cases

of grain damage which resulted in aPbasiat the term used to desctibe any

language malfunction due to cerebral lesions, He Observed that left heais-

phere damage in normal right handed individuals ave' e to qgferen%

language aberrations in children and adults. ildren ormally alifered

a temporary loss of language, but were.abl to regain na lcontrol of

language through a slow gradual process language acqui ition much like

their original language acquisitioc he damaged hemisphe no longer

9
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CURRENT ISSUES IN SECOND LANGUAGE LEARNING RESEARCH,
AND HEIR IMPLICATIONS FOR THE ESL CLASSROOM
Georgette Ioup

functioned.gps the center of language, this task being shifted, to the

healthy right hemisphere. Adult aphasics manifested a quite different

recovery process. Either they regained complete facility in language

leery rapidly or ty retained permanent signs of impairment.

The deyelopment of language, in retarded children provides further

support to the critical period hypothesis. -Down syndrome children acquire

language more slowly than normal children. At puberty their language dev-

elopment stops. The stage to which they have arrived at this point will

remain their most advanced developmental stage throughout their lives.

9 lihat predictions for second language learning follow from the critical

period hypothesis? If the language learning ability terminates at puberty,
...

'then the hypothesis predicts that children le6rning a second language will

employ the same types of processes 'I.n atcomplishingithis undertaking as

children learning a first language. After the close of the critical period),

howeverl language leering should proceed in a very,different manner. Is

there Any experimental evidence which. either bears out or refutes these pre-

dictions? Recently,-Heidi !Tuley and Harlot Burt (1974) replicated research

conducteS by Roger Brown on children's first language acquisition with

children learning a secondIanguige. Roger Brown attempted to ascertain

the order of acquisition of Iertain function words in English. He was

able to establish a rank ordering of twelve function words as the result

of a 16ngitudinal study of three children acquiring English as a first

langua . Dulay and Burt conducted a cross-sectional study of 115 child-

ren he proeeps of acquiring Engjidh,as a second language. half bf

th ildren were Spanish speaking. and half wereChinese. They ranted in

frOm. six to eight. Dulay and Burt were asking two questions: Did

children learning English as a second language acquiTe functio-ns words in

a manner similar to children learning English as n first lnnguageZ

6
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CURRENT ISSUES IN SECOND LANGUAGE LEARNING RESEARCH,
AND THEIR IMPLICATIONS FOR THE ESL CLASSROOM

Georgette Loup

Secondly, was there any difference between the way Spanish speaking

children and Chinese speaking children performed in the study? That is,

was there any indication that interference from their native language

shaped their acquisitiA process? -

Their findings showed that the children from both languages follow-

ed the same invariant difficulty Ordering in acquiring the function words

tested. The Engliqh copula and plural morpheme, for example, appeared at

the same ert in the sequence for both language groups, despite the fact

that the Chinese language doesn't express the copula while the Spanish

language does; and the Spanish plural is formed in exactly the same man-

ner as the English plural while in Chinese the not is not even marked

for number. One would expect that if the children were using their native

languages to aidethen in their acquisition of English, the prkiralS would

appear quite early" for the Spanish speaking children and much later for the

the Chin se speaking children. BUt for both groups the two morphemes oc-

cur about midway through the sequence. Interferences does not seem to be

influencing their acquisition of these particular morphemes.= The theory

.
of contrastive analysis edicts that Spanish children would experience

positive transfer with regard to the plural and would produce them cor-

rectl from the beginning in their attempts to speak tnglish. .A theory .
AM

of h t formation and interferette can in no way explain,the similarity ,

in.dif iculty ordering for these two very differentgage groups.

It appears from this study that second language learning thildren

are, employ?nithe same types of strategies and 'hypothesis testing that

first language5/earnememploy. The two language groups approach the

= English data in the same fashion. They abstract rules and form hypheses

approprilte to their levelof acquisition,and as they become more sophis-
4

ticted in the language, they revise their hypotheses until the point

7
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CURRENT ISSUES IN SECOND LANGUAGE LEARNING RESEARCH,
AND THEIR IMPLICATIONS FOR THE ESVCLASSROOM
Georgette Ioup

where they catch the native speaker's rule governed language behavior.

Universal Cognitive strategies appear tobee the basis for the child's

organization of a target language. ICis the system of the target lenge

4 iaggerather than the system of the native language that guies the ac-

quisition process:
(

Evidence indicated that,children learning a second language employ '

the same cognitive mechanisms as children learning a first language. '

What about adults? Is it ,the target language system or the native language

system which guideP s their acquisition proctss? galley, Madden and'Krashen
. .

.

in 1975 attempted to replicate with adults Dulay and Burt's findings.
6

They' tesatd 73 adults ranging in,age from 17 to 55 who were'stud)ling Eng-

lish at Queens College.in New York City. Some of the subjects were for=

sign students who had dime Eo this country on a temporary' basis to study.

'Others were immigrants who had selectee to live'in the U.S. indefinittly.

They +xiiibited different levels of proficiency in English. The subjects

were divided`Into two groups, the Spanish speakers and the non- Spanish

speakers, compris
i114

11 languages: Gr ek, Persian, Italian, Turkish,

, Japanese, Chinese, Thaf7-41 rew, Arabic end Vietnamese. "

The acquisition.sequenae of the morphemes teed were rank ordered

for the two grotps.. The orderings were correlated 6`r both groups and a

significant correptron was 'fgund. Therefore, adults learning English as'

asecond language will show agreement with each tiler on the relative

difficulty of functions words in English irre pe tive of their native lang:

nage.backgrould, suggesting that inteztexenc as not a. factor this ac-

quisltion processlkThe data for the two gr ups was
r
combined and one in-

'

variant oide ing was produced. This was en correlated with the tanking

dOne b

ILgn

Pula andaurt with children, an, there,was again fount tObe a

cant orrelation.between the two
/
rclatrvc difficulty Orderings.

1
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AND THEIR IMPLICATIONS FOR.THE ESL CLASSROOM . ;t.

Georgette Loup '"-Ti ,

.

r:',. ,,''S,
,,,A ,m.

This finding suggests that adults are utilizing 6tst ttVe strate-

gies in abstraCting rules from the data. The aequisiti ocess of

4,1.:''

these functions work proceeds at its oWn pale4 regardle the age of
.:,...

,the Second language learner, the ,OtivOghngue backgro the learn-

ing environment. Interference and navel tHabit formation are as insisnif 0

44 , It cant In explaining this aspect of adult learning as they
,

are in explain-

'ing similar aspects of child lihguage learning.

How did an interference theory initially develop? The original
.

studies which suppOtted transfer from the native language concentrated

almost, exclusively on the phonologicdl systehs.of the languages investi-
.

gated. Evidence does seem to indicAte that negative transfer exists

whemdults attempt to master the sound system of a foreign, language.

Very litt14 work hai been done, however, on the eltent of syntactic or

r-
semantic interference in second langiage learning. Usually only a few

l isoll;ed examples, are presented as evidence of syntactic interference.

4
These examples are oftesubjece to many interpetations. For example,

if one considered only data from Chinese speakers attempting,to learn

°- English and obSsrved that they had Agficulty opressing the plural, qne
'

s

might conclude that hete, indeed, wasa case of interference since the
.

Chinese language does not mark nouns.for number. ;However, no data would
M.

have been presented to iscertain whether speakers of other languages

. "where numbVr is marked'AjsO had difficulty expressing the plural in Eng-
.

Usti% If this were the case, as both the Dulay4and Burt Study end the

Bailey, MaddenNand Krashen study demonstrate, then we must attribute

. the relative difficulty in acquisition of this structure to intralingual,

rather than interlingual'causes.

4

r

In what ways,'then, do the differences.between ct)ild and adult second

language 'learning manifest themselves? The cognitive strategies employed

1.3
9 .1
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16y the two groups to decode and internalize the data appear to be identi-

cal. Krashen'and Seliger in a recent study (in press) hypothesize that

children employ these strategies in an Unconscious manner while adults

must ke consciously aware of the ru1l6 they are' formulating. In adoles-

cents, puberty marks the onset of the cognitive stage'of formal operations

whereby the individual is capable of conscious abstract thought and hypo-
-

thesis formation and,testing. Having developed to this stage post-pub-
,

escent language learners may require conscipus awareness of the logical

structures underlying formal learning situations. It may, therefore, be

necessary for adults'to be consciously taught a foreign language white

Children, on the* other hand, are quite callable of acquiring it informally.

To test this hypothesis, Rrashen Seligpr collected data on students

studying English ts a second language t Quepns College in New York City.

For each subject they obtained inform on on years of formal study of.

English, length of stay in an English slItaking country and a measure of

their proficiency in English.' They then matched pairs for amount of
formal instruction and compared their length of stai,in an English speak-

ing country to determine if exposure aldne accounted for the degree of

.proficiency in English. Exposure was seen to have no significant effect

'on degree of proficiency. That is, those with move exposure to English

due to length of stay in an English speaking country did not consistent-

ly manifast a higher degree of proficiency in English. Pairs were, then

matched for length of stay in an English speaking' country and compared

for amount of fbrmal4 instruction. Ina significant number of cases,

more instruction meant greater proficiency. It can be tentatively con-
.,

cluded'that for adult second language learners formal instruction is

t beneficial in that it has a more consistent effect on second language

proficiency than exposure.

e

10
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"---1.,

Why should formal instruction be important for an adult learning

a second language? What are. some of the essedtial ways in which formal

! instruction alters the language learning situation? In an informal langt

uage learning situation there is: 4

1) , no sequencing of the data. The learner processes from the

)6
°beginning both complex andtelementary, onstructions.

2) no isolation of structures. Learners 'must perceive and
.

.

isolate structures from the data for themselves.

3) no meaningful,error,corection. Randomly selected errors may

be corrected occasionally, but in general the speech of the

learner is scanned by ,the listener for meaning, mot for

accuracy. . ' .

'l
e

.

However, in formal instruction there is:

1) isolation of the structures, presenting, them one at a time

to be acquired.

2) a sequencing of the material presented according to some

measure of difficulty.

3) feedback from the instructor on error identification and.

correction.

r The features I have just listed are common to all known teaching

methods. They do not seem to be necessary for language acquisition be-

fore puberty. These features may be just those necessary for adult

learning to compensate for a weakened language acquisition device after

puberty.: Note that these features of formal instruction are available

to a well-motivated adult outside the language classroom through the use

of dictionaries, grammar books and helpful friends. In fact, it might

be the case that a highly motivated adultdolt in an informal situation will

out-perform less motivated students attending class.

15
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What relevance does the research I have lusi presented have for the,,

ESL classroom? We can draw three Conclusions. First, as I have just

related, fori,a1 instruction is beneficial to the adult language learner.

Its value in second language acquisition among children has not been as-

certained. After establishing that forMal instruction is advantageous

,to the adult, we can turn our attention to, the type of instruction offer-

ed'in the classroom. The Audio-Lingual Method, based as it is on a be-

haviorist theory of language acquisition, cannot be valid. In place of

rote learning and meaningless repetition and manipulation we must sub-

stitute situational learning where language is learned in meaningful

oontexts. Learners should gain conscious control of the ,phonological,

lexical and syntactic patterns functioning in the second language. Rule

formation should be an active process of testing and re-evaluating hypo-
.

theses. When drilling, the students' attention should be drawn to the

structure being practiced rather thma.away from it. We can conclude that

rearrangement drills are better than repetition drills. Meaningful ex-

ercises are more beneficial than exercises which are devoid of contextual

relevancy.

John Carroll. the deed language psychologist, echoed these sugges-

tions in a recentlirticle discussing the contributions of pbychological

theory and educational research to the teaching of foreign languages

(1965). The following are the facts he lists which follow from the re-

search he investigates (p. 280):

1) contrasting structures is better than frequent repetition of

a single structure.

2). meaningful material is easier to lea6 than meaningless

material.
.

3) other things being equal - materi4laztresented visually are
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.

easier to learn than materials presented orally.

4) conscious attention to and understanding of the critical

features of a skill facilitates learning of it.

5) the ioore kinds of associations made to an item, the better

it is learned and retained. A variety of modalities ind

situations will facilitate the learning process.

It is important to note that by advocating conscious control of

rule learning, I am not calling for a return to the old grammar-transla-

tion type teaching methods where the target language was only talked A

about, but never actually spoken. The ALM made some essential contribu-

tions to language teaching methodology when it Witched the emphasis in

the classroom to speaking in the'target.language. Certainly acquiring.

the ability to speak is our ultimate goal. What I am advocating is that

the teacher plan and structure his or her class in such a way as to per-

mit the student to take the initiative in learning. To do so in a suc-

cessful way requires imaginative, well thought out lesson plans by the

teacher.

We have discussed the role of formal instruction and theetype of

formal instruction, now let Z turn dur attention to the training of

the instructor. As we ha; noted' above, there does not been to be con- 1

clusive evidence that interference is operating except in the phonological

realm. Any other interference that we have found appears to be located

at a very abstraCt level., It migho involve a preference for one senten-

tial style over another, the avoidance or overuse of certain structures

as a result of thdif frequency of occurrence in the native language, or

transferring certain perceptual strategies which operate in the native

language into the target language where they are inapplicable. To deal

with these types of interferences one needs quite a sophisticated lin-

17.
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guistic knowledge of both languages involved. However, thle need.to deal

with such interference would occur only at very advanced Leaching levels,

if at all. Therefore, in the training.of ESL teacheli.s, it is not as crud

cial to give training in the various languages of perceptive students.

In fact, fluency in the native language it even hamper classroom pro-
.

kress in an ESL setting because there is always a temptation to resort

to the native linguage in classroom discussion if coEmunication in the
. .

target language gets "bogged dosin.". Since so many of the studints'fter

rors result from intralingual causes, then a teacher would be better

prepared having acquired a good understanding of the intricate rule

structures of the target language. It is certainlyN, case that the

omorethe instructor comprehends the structural organizati of the target

language, the pore he or she will be able to assist the student to active-- .'

ly form and test rule hypotheses and to progress from one level to another.

Nov that we have investigated our first question dealing With the

differehces between first and second language acquisition and between
. . . .

child and adult second language learning, we can focus attention on the
ii

second question that was' raised- -the puzz e.of why so6e people are able

to learn a foreign language so quickly an easily, while other people

experiencea great deal of difficulty? Is an aptitudeAlor acquiring

languages the only factor involved'' Questions such as these have been

raised and investigated by researchers at McGill University in Montreal,.

led by the social psychologists 1.hillace Lambert and Richard Gardner.

John Carroll, in a 196f,paper suggested that success in second language

learning varies as a function of three learner criteria: language aptitude,'
6

general intelligence and motivation, and two instructional variables:

the o ortunity the student has for learning', and the adequacy of presenta-

tion of he material' to be reamed. Gardnet and Lambert determined to

14
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hold the instructional variables constant and investigate the degree to

which the three learner chapacteristics .contriBute to sucpessful second

language learning. Therefore, tee sample selected for study were neces-

sarily students who we're members of the's;me school setting. The instruc-

tional variables were minimally differentiated in each of their studies.

The research began in Montreal with young English speaking children who"
were attempting to becomesbilinpal in French by entering a total immer-

sionprOgram of French instruction from their earliest' school years.

Theirprogpess in learning French was monitored over the course of eight

years and 'during that time they were tested frequently to deteriiine such

factors as their proficiency in French, their individual language apti-

tude and general intelligence, their attitudes townd tlieir own culture

and toward the'target language culture and their degree of motivation

and their type of motivation. In addition, their families were question-

ed,to determine their attitude toward their children's study of French

and toward the Fren4h culture in general.

Categories of attitude and motivation were identified. Motivation
.

can orient itself ih two directions. If the learner is motivated to

learn the second language because Sits knowledge will lead to Olcial

yecognition or economic advancement, the motfVatioets said'to be,instru-

Jmental in character. If(the learner is,motivated by a desire. to identify

with the Culture and customs of the members of the target.language soci-

ety, in short to become one of them? that type of -motivation is said to

be integrative in character. With respect to attitudes, four variables

were measured. anomie, ethnocentrism, authoritarlanillm and preference

for the native culture over the target culture. .Anomie is characterizEd

by feelings of alienation and dissatisfaction with one's own .cultural

group, a sense of not belonging. Ethnocentrismrefers to:a belief that.

15
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one's own cultural group is. superior and that other cultural groups are

.inferior and even suspect. Authoritarianism measures the degree to

which one believes in strict authority and rigid Morality and is charac-

terized by antidemocraticsentiments.

. Attitudes of the parents as well as the language leirners figured in-
.

to this study. For each group studied, claie to 50 variables were cor-

related in an attempt to determine what had a.positive or negative influ-

ence on achievement in language learning. In this, as in previous studies,

language aptitude was a good predictor of achievement in the classroom,

yet there were many. cased kdall the studies where the two did not cor-
,

relate well at all. Students' faith considerable language aptitude wouldY,

perform quite poorly in the classroom. There were other cases where

students with only moderate language aptitude wefe still able to achieve'

a high level of proficiency in the second language. 'HOtivaipon has'Al-

ways been considered to be the distinguighing factor. The Koorteal studies

attempted to determine exactly which.types
.
matrvation and attitudinal

dispositions contributed to success.'

The findings of their research have permittediGardner and:Lambert

to begin to construct a psychosociological theory of second language .

le'arning. Their theory maintains that a successful learner of a second

.language will be one who is psychologically prepared to accept carious
.

itspects of behavior which characterize members of another cultural and

lftaguietic.group. It lithe learner's ,attitudes toward the members of

the other group that are believed to determine the relative degree of

success in acquiring a second language. Even the motivation to learn the

new language is thouptt to be determined by-one's attitude toward the

other gfoup. It is recognized thaemany diTferent attitudes may under-
.

lie d posiiive degree opmotivation. Some may be anxious to become

20. 4
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members of another culture because of dis-satIstactiona experienced in

their on culture, others may possess a positiveleelfng toward their

awn culture but may be genuinely interested in learning more about other

cultures and peoples. Still others may. be motivated to move into another
.

culture as one means of achieving success. However, the more immersed

the learners bedome in the new culture as they gain troficienCyn the

second language, the more they may find that their owncultural'identity

is becoming lost. ,Feelings of social unttertainty and dissatisfaction

which are common in immigrants and bilinguals may also develop in seri-
.

ous students of a second language.

In the Monrieil study, French achieyement VAS found to be dependant

upon both'aptitucle and intelligence and a sympathetic orientation toward.

the other culture. Students who possessed an integrative orleihation

toward acquiring French showed more success that; those who were instru-

mentally oriented. Integrative motivation was an especially important

. ' factor in the development of Communicative skills in French which in

*mule. instances is not correlated with classroom proficiency i the lang-

uage. It was fours that an integrative orientation correlatedrnegatively

with an authoritarian, anti-democratic ideology, as well as an ethnocen- lo'
.

tric disposition. The oneattitude appeared to be the converse of the.

others, the latter being.detrimehtal to oc&vement in languages. The
.41

information gathered about the parents' attitude's toward the FrenCh com-

munity and toward their child's participatimin.the language learning
41.

program indicated .that the student's orientation probably de'veloped at

home. Students with An integrative disposition tt learn French crime from

families possessing a similar disposition. Studencs'with instrumental

motfvaeion had been encouraged by their parents to acquire French for

practical reasons. The direction of the students' lotivation appeared

21 -
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4,

to depend on the
t
disposition of,the parents. Parents with positive atti-

tudes toward the French community more actively encouraged their children

to learn French than did parents with less fafrorible attitudes. This may

explain why students with an integrative orientation were Fore successful

in the Montreal study than students with an instrumental orientation.

The Montreal stuoly was first extended to American settings and then

to the PhilAppines. 'The results of the American studies reaffirmed the

findings of the Montreal study. Three language learning environments

. were exalined in the United States to determine if correlations estab-

lisheein the Montreal setting were valid when extended to, other settings.

The three groups investigated in the United States all consisted of

Americans learning French at the secondary level. Two of the groups were

. bicultural shoving some degree of bilingualism, as well, 'but in a non-_

.

standard dialect of French. The settings were Maine and Louisiana where

there are substantial populations of French-Americans. The third group

was a typical sample of American youth residing in a metropolitan area

who were exposed to French for the first time in secondary school.

Measures of proficiency were obtained in ,both French and English.

Again, the attitude of the language learners toward the French ethno-

. linguistic group and toward the Aterican way of life influenced their

linguistic progress in both French and English. Students who are highly_

ethnocentric and hostile toward second languagculure made virtually

no progress in acquiring any aspects of the second or foreign language.

Such students seem unwilling to adjust theii own response systems to,,as-

similate a new linguistic outlook. The learner, to be successful in

diese settings must be willhog to identi4". with members of the other ,

ethnolinguistlIC group. However,.it was found that strong ethnocentric

attitudes were no guarantee of achievement in one's own native language.
ti
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\
Tong pro-American outlook did not assure proficiency in.English.

,
In examining'the French-Americans, it was thestudents who were most

comfertable with,both parts of their cultural and linguistic heritage'

who were best prepared psychologically to become full bilinguals.

These findings.are important in evaluating the position ofqinguistic

minority. groups in our country. Often the native culture and mother-
.

tongue ar@ suppressed in hbpes that the children will adapt more easily

to the AmOican way of life. However, it seems that the minority stu-

dents who w 11 be most successful come from environments where both

cultures are elevated to positions of importance. It does not appear

that a minors group's feelings of alienation can be eliminated by

, suppressing on of the two competing cultures. The American studies re-

vealed that Fre S-American adolescents-who exhibited a strong prefer-

ence for either he American or the French way of life, were linguistical-

ly deficient in one o(the two languages. Many displayed an inadequacy

in both languages \\ Gardner and Lambert conclude that a positive bilin-

gual /bicultural app[oach in education will contribute most in assisting

ethnic 'minorities to\develop within an American setting.

The study was extended to a Philippine context %there the second

language being acquired was one of a dominant cultuie whose acquisition

was essential for advancement within the society. The second language

being studied was Engli . It rarely functioned as a home language,

but was the medium of in [ruction in the school System. Survival in the

Philippine society beyonJ a more subsistence existence depended crucially

on.the acquisition of Engli h. In this setting, Gardner and Lambert
,

found that the type of mots tion'which correlated most highly with

achievement in English was an instrumental orientation, though an inte-

grative disposition showed pos tive correlative as well. Gardner and

3
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. ,

Lambert realized that when there is an urgency in the, need to acquire the

second language, as is 'the case in the Philippines and with ethnicminori-

ties in our country, an instrumental, as well as an integrative orienta-

tion must be cultivated. The Philippine study revealed that students

from families with a strong-disposition to either the Filipino or the

American culture, to the exclusion of the other group perform most poorly

in both their vernacular and in English% Minority groups or nationalities

who import another-language need not develop, an integrative identification

with the dominant group. This disposition was necessary only when the
_ v

language being learned was not one that is necessary to survival. A re-

cognition of the need to acquire the dominant language, tRit is am,ift-

strumental orientation, coupled with an absence of strong negative feel-

ings toward the dominant culture to guarantee progress in learning the

lit.second language. A bilin dal/biculturali school setting where the teachers

are members of one's own culture group andi who can instill a feeling of
'

pride and confidence in the minority linguistic and cultural identity
,

while at the' same time offering quality instruction in the dominant lank-

uage may be the best guarantee of developing successful bilinguals.

Many of the hostilities minorities have exhibited toward the dominant
--.

culture result from the condescending and prejudioial attitudes the dom-

inant culture expresses toward their ethnic groups. Dntil these negative
ttt

attitudes are eradicated from our society, the minorities will always be

'hampered in their attempts to deyelop a comfortable place within our .

syataf. Therefore, it is essential that the schools pay particular atten-

tion to developing an appreciation of the minority culture among members

of the dominant culture as well as among memb r of the minority ethnic

groups. More teachers who are members, of the ethnic minorities are n ded

to assist in developing new attitudes toward the minority culture. ese

2 4
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teachers are especially important as models for the minority gtoups. It

islmot as important that the teachers, be fully bilingual as it is that

' . they be able to identify with the students and instil,), in them feelings

of pride toward their culture and a desire

'dominant culture.

to learn the language of the

...
.

The Philippine and American studies showed us that different atti-

tudes are factors in aucceasAen,the language being learned is. that of

the dominant culture rather than of a minority culture. However, in both
.

situatiqns, an absence of strong ethnocentric feelings and hostility tp-

ward the second language culture is required. The successful learners

in all cases were the ones who'expressed positive feelings toward the

other culture, and if' we are able to cultivate such attitudes in our

students, as welt as inshillinga pride in their national identity, we

will aid them in becotini better language learners.

. 2'5
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DOWNTOWN STUDY CENTRE

A Community Focus for Adult Basic Education

David Harrison*

At

In British Columbia, we are still neophytes in the community college

movement (Malaspina opened in 1969); and while courses and programs in.

Adult Basic Education have been around.in this area for a longer time,

they are only recently being taken undir the wing of the community col-

leges. The Malaspina College basic skills program has some elements in

its which I expect will be very familiar to you-V-such as the GED and ESL

but also, I hope, has other elements, in particular our DowntowAPStudy

Centre, which pima some old,ideas together in a new way

Malaspina. College itself opened in l90, offering a core curriculum'

of first and second year transfer degree courses plus a_few one or two

year business and technology programs. It was not untiliy974 that two

other educational inetitutions--"prOvincial vocational training school

and the continuing (adult) education division of the school boards--

werebrought together to form what is now a comprehensive.community col-_

lege with about 1500 full time students. Both the fpcational school and

the continuing education division had existed successfully in the commun-

V ity before the arrival of the college. Each had,developed its own mix'
*"

of basic skills courses to meet local appetites, When thesOtvariolmiliparts
1 . '

of the college came together two years ago, and I was:.appollitea Baftm-,. I

1' , .0'`141
Skills Coordinator, we seemed to have two major Minions: 1

.

1. detach and Desplop all those coursesand servic that I
1

Ncoad bt considered 'basic skills'. The logical,ou.toome

of this 03,17on would probably be to become a separate and

*Director, Downtown Study Centre, MalaspinalCollege, Nanaimo, B. C.
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possibly, isolated department of the college. It might

have its on administrator-chairman, its own budget and

its own identity.

2. Integrate the various courses and services into a loose
t

( 'federation' of courses, services and people. Such a

federation would have--perhaps like Canada--a unifying

principle. In this case, the common Am is to meet

the developmental needs of all students in the field of

'basic skills improvement. It would have an inter-

departmental coordinator, a small budget for 'central'

services, and-would allow the various elements of the

program to have rather different identities and esphasei. 4f.

Well, you may already have anticiyated thaeue chose the Aecond opt-

tion, and it seems to be working. Perhaps the way our.feVeration works
a...

will becbme clearer as I go itto some specifics..'

The first element in the overall Basic Skills Program is thp BTSD

(Basic Training for Skills Development), a full-Itime academic upgrading

program in vocsarival division. Its features are:

* Full-time 6 x 5x 5 (6 hrs./day), 5 days/week, up to 5

I

montmonth} -

* Math, Science and English upgrading with emphasis on needs
for adults (17+). preparing for vocational training or jobs.

* Cetification,at Grade 8, 10 or,124,equivalency.

* Monthly, continuous intake for fee-payers anetianioyer-

spousorea students.

* Full-tine instructors on the core campus at Nanaimo, with
part -rime contract instructors for short-termsBTSD in

breach campuses.

4 The second element is the College Fodhdation program, which provides

a wide.range of 'college-level' developmenta4courses to studenta.who are

ienrolled' in trtnsfer College diploma programs. The maintfeatures of

24
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this version of the 'college prep' plan are:

* .Full-time (non-transfer credits apply toward any college.

diploma) ,

OR part -time, either as supplement to an existing course
of studies such as a degree program, or as preparation

for work at that level

* Courses offered through the academic departments of the
college using regular department faculty and budget

Examples: Writing Skills Improvement, Developments'
Reading, Study Skills, Introduction to Social Science,
Introductory College Mathematics, Physics and Chemistry.

Starting dates in September and January.

The third element is also presently aligned to the college-level

student. It is the Study Skills Centre, which prOvides a range of one -

to-One" tutorials, 'how to study' materials and skills mini-courses to

students who may not be able, ready or.willing to study in a,full -tiue

upgrading program such as BTSD, nor to benefit from th$. College Founda-,

tion work. The courses we offer under Continuing EduC4tion thus include:

GED Refresher in Math and English

English as a Second Language - at easic and'Intermedidte

levels

* Secondary School Completion (such as Math 11-12, English 12)

Metric System

and this year in one community only as'a trial run; the

Downtown Study Center: It is hoped to adapt the Stbdy -

Centre model eventually to the other brandh campus cotrt-./

muniti4S.

Two other people work across division lines. They are tbe.Basic Skills

Advisor (a paraprofessional) and the Basic Skills Co-ordinator. The,

Basic Skills Advisor's job, essentially, is to provide information and

guidance to the hundreds of people who starwith tie sitplequesfion

. 'How do i upgrade my education?' She hilps the'peopletake an ft bentOry

25
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oftheir current le;m1 of education, look ahead to longer-term goals,

Ambitions and even fantasies, and helpi them cl6fine the alternative ways

to proceed. Clearly, she works very closely with resource people in

many other sectors of the community including college counsellors, man-

povercounsellors, social workers and college faculty.

The job,of the Basic Skills Co-ordinator is to link together these

elements of the instructiOnS1 system in order to provide the right kind

of developpenta skills educition, at the right time, in the.best medium,

to any student'in the college conmunity.

So much fot the structure. E wbuld like to change the en0hasis now

as I describe the Downtown Study Centre from the perspective of the 'less

educated' hdylt its the,community.

Alprofile of the Greater lianaimo population 'over 15 and out of school/
, -

showed that in 1971, about 5.4% of the 31,850 had an education of lessl
than grade 5, an additional 23.1% had grade 5-8 education, and a further

23.8% had grade 10. Many of these people left school 15 or 20 years ago,

when employers were nbt so fus6y about whether you had giade 10 or 12 be-

fore letting you withih interview distance of a job. This group also in-

cludesmapy adults who are:

Employed and not available for full-time study.

People like logging, fishing, hotel andAospital 'workers
who live their lives on a rotating shin basis and are
unable to attend conventional claises meeting at regular

times.

Temporarily'unemployed, through seasonal work,, or strikes

or lockouts (for We are also a heavily unionized town).

People on long 'waiting lists' at Manpower or vocational,
schiol, waiting for up to a year for vocationaltraining
courses.

Those with a Physical handicathat keeps them off work,
.but (oho are available for study.
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People who arq afraid of approaching anything that looks
like a college...or another social agency that looks like

another social agency.

Women, encouraged perhips by the spirit and afterglow of
International Oompa's Year, but discouraged by feelings,of
inadequacy about themselves - '15 years but of school and

then only a grade 9 br 10.N.

So many of these pepole, we felt, would take advantage of a place

where they ceLld, AT ANY TIME OE THE YEAR:

O

* get information and advice on how to upgrade their basic

educationi

* ,establish what'they need in basic education ctedehtials

or skills % . .

* startOn a course of,part-time study within a week

* study at their aft level tnd at, their own paCe
! . .

* fit in.studi times by morning, afterndOn or evening
shifts, ,to correspond witg their own weekly life schedules.

* 'start and quit when they 4ant and return when they need ..

..

us again-
., .

/
To try and cater to some of these people and to answer some of their

. a

r '
. .

4L0; needs, we opened our Downtown Study Centrewith two'more instructors .

OP; and an advisbr, two classrdoms and an information-rectption area. We

1. 1...

,

.. ,
*...have presently 75 .part-time students:

-

. .
hate out shopping mall with p sim5ke shop and a pet store, with

people wh ell vacuum cleaners or Hammood organs, with a Bible bpokstore
.

and a pizzepa our; and &re's a laundromat where you can throw your

clothes in the d while you come upstairs and put your head in the

Chink tank.

Out attitude is that the ursep belong to theistudents, so we feel

froc to adapt them in any way wiNpn, to what our adult students tell,us

they need: Yes, it is difficult tOilit tp to o r promise of letting
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people go their own pace: and to.have 9 or 10 people all at different

levels in the same classroom. But theone-room schoolhouse was no picnic

either, and it seems t'hat, it may ant be such a bald model after all for

this kind of learning.

But what of the adult student who 011 can't get into the Centre

(through physical hSAdicap, or baby-sitter problems) or who isn't even

yet ready. for a class at all in a public place ,(like the adult non-reader

wh o's hidden his secret all these years), or the shift-worker off the ferry-

boat who needs ESL conversation practice on afternoons this week, and
-

mornings nextLweeki For these stuaentsWe use three 'community tutors'

who become our outreach workers. Employed at lowly wages on a 6-month

grant, Thei have a case load of about 20 students.

In a further outreach movement, we are training a small volunteer

army of tutors to take courses to people. Somewhat along the lines of the

adult literacy campaign now o rganized in Britain by the British Associa-

tion of Settlements, and using MI* simR1e, basic materials approach of

the Literacy Volunteers of America, wikkaW put together a community

literacy:program. The Centre prOvides.for initial contact and assess-

went of students, a remediaL reading instructor provides training work-
.

shops,'s literacy cb7ordinator matches students and tutors, and the Centre

provides resource material and continuity.

The program is in its early days. 'We have much to lekarn from others

in the Northwest and.eldewhere who have had programs such as these going

on for sometime and coulidwarn vs, perhaps of some of the possible pit-

falls.

To summarize a litmle abOut the Downtown Study Centre: just what is

unique about lt? I feel it is, for our community, a unique ocus for

Adult Basic Education. Under the same roof--and not an ivy-covered insti-
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tutional one--a person can drop in and find information, assessment, a

vice: referrals--and a course that starts next Monday.

I wish to conclude with ,some Concerns that we are dealing with at

the present time:

1. How do we continue to let the public know we're here?

2. How do w_ e let the referral agencies know whilt we're trying to

do?

3. How do Oe*measure our'success--or failure?

4. Can.wa really individualize courses, yetot the same time
providfor group learning and human interaction?

5. Matefisls: how can we keep costs down and humanity highi

6. Do we really have to invent the wheel? Aren't there some
published materials that really workfor the adult--or do
we have to keep writing and taping our own?

7. How long will our retreads lasit? If we've failed the adult
student again, will this be the last time?

8. Isn't ABE more than the.3R'sJ What about Dife Skala, Con-
sumer Education; Interpersonal Communication and Philosophy

for (or b3) Longshoremen?

'9. So we can train a volunteer army--but how effec,tive will be

their, teaching; and are we using them because it's.the best
idea--or because they're so cheap?

10. If Downtown Study Centre works, how about smal community
. .

Village or Neighborhood St4dy Centres?
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TdO/NG-LAI

(The Future)

The Cla4 College
Southeast Asian. Program

Siren Roegdilit*

Greg Lynn , '4

EXODUS

At the end of the Viet Nam conflict, many Americans sighed with re-

lief. Then people frop all levels of American life centered their atten-

tion on the fates of the South Vietnamese who had been our comrades-in-
.

arms. On their part, the Vietnamese envisioned a life of hard bondage

and rigorous service to a Communist regime. This bitter life contrasted

starkly with the tale!, of bright freedom in'theUnited States told by

-departing GI's. Thp 'choice was clear: many Vietnamese left the country.

Back in America, religious groups, volunteer agencies, and strong-.

willed individuals began the task of receiving the waves of refugees who

were arriving by the thousands. This effort was the beginning of a long-

term American commitment to the resettlement of South East Asian refugees.

4

'RESETTLEMENT

Two days after the U.S. troop pullout, the first family of refugees

arrived in Clark County. Others destined for resettlement in the sane

area were detained at resettlement camps, while 'till others were flound-

ering at sea off the coast of Viet Nam, waiting for death or salvation.

. By early summer, over 4,000"refugees were located in the State of

Washington (according to the Department of Emergency Services' Interagency

*Director of Southeast Asian Program, Clark College, Vancouver, Washington.
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Task Force.) Of these,1,500 cduld be identified by address, which,

left more than 1,900 14:lentil-fed only by county and 600 or more with

their residence unknown. Add to these figures the untabulated 'number

of refugees who were migriaink to Washington from other states, aad

yoU'll begin to comprehend the scope of a natioriideproblem on a

statewide level.

COMPLLCATIONS
.

Almost- immediately, other problems began to crop up. Most of these

problpus had been predicted by government officials who said they were

already acting upon them. However, the wheels of government turn slowly.

Recognizing the scope of the Vietnamese problems to ct?me, Representative

Hal Zimmerman wrote this letter to the governor of Washington:

"I have repeatedly requested some kind of consideration

for this proble'M solution. So far, I save been legs thah "
impressed with bureaucratic means of dealing with what has '

to ',.be considered a,crisis of a apeElalized handicap, namely,
inability to deal in the language of this.country. Thesp,
people want to remove themselves from public assistance
and want tolrecome part of the culture on their own. We keep

frustrating, them by our inability, through government of any

,other means, to solve the problem." A

While` the government officials were coatempiating action, refugees

were arriving in Clark County. Spopors, churchgroups'an0 othertsgencies

responsible for their welfare gradually became aware of tht tremendous

difficulty the Vietnamese peoplelhvd by sharing and expAriencing their

problems. They found that.our agencies were siuply not. established to

meet theVietnamese needs. Our rules apd reggatiops Ed not always apply

to someone who cannot use the language. For example, how dfres one get a

job.orapply for welfare when he cannot speak, read, or white English?

Hour does he apply for a 4river's license when he muht take a complex

3.5
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test requiring extensive Englisf and the. understanding of complex concepts?

Whose car does he use to learn to drive on the American highways? How

does he learn English when there are neither English programs set up to

cope with his problems, nor even books published which might facilitate

the teaching of English by individuals? How does he find a house to live

in? Where does he go for medical and dental help? With these problems

heaped on their backs, two-hundred seventy-five Vietnamese, Cambodian,

and Laotian refugees had arrived at Clark College by September 1, 1975.

Clark College encountered the refugee problem during Fall Quarter

registration.- Twenty-five Vietnamese and Cambodian students tried to

register for

yrite, speak

fill out the

regular college classes. Because they could neither read,

nor understand EngliO, there was no way' that they could

iecessary forms or complete the complicated registration

.process. The result was both humorous and frustrating. The registration
e

staff could not even tell them tq delay registration until there was an

inteipl-etor. Twenty or so students stood'in registration lines for an

', entire day. .. .00°

After, considering the student's needs, the Clark College administra-

tion decided to create a special program for the refugees. No tuition

would be tequired for the program, which would entail intensive English '

.

and acculturation.. Since there were no state or federal funds available

for such a program, the ESL and Adult Basic Educkion budgets were tapped

for enough money to pay a skeleton staff. A director and teacher were
4

hired, god the program started.
. -

To provide for the needs. of the-refugees, the program ha to be both

flexible and practical. The new Clark College staff, created aP ogram

which would serve thereVietnamese community in two areas. First there
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would be an intensive English program.designed to teach the basic ele-

ments of speaking, reels:ling writing and thinking in English as quickly

as possible. Second, there would be an area of cultural impact which

would attempt to teach the Vietnamese how American institutions function-

ed, and how to cope

function-
.

them.

A philosophy gradually grew from the Clark College Southeast Asian,

Program which is stated as follows:

The purpose of the Southeast Asian Educatidnal Program

t at Clark &liege is to teach the Vietnamese people in the.
--Clerk County area the English language and communication

skills necessary to function effectively within the society,
to acquaint them with American values and customs, and to
familiarize them with our social and economic pr eases so

that thektan lead productive lives and contribute thiir
talents to our community. To initiate these student& into 4

the Amerlean society within such a wide spectrum as quickly
and smoothly as possible, we have developed an intensive
pregramiwhich ncompasses their communicative and cultural

needs. This p gram, of course, requires financial support,
resource materi ls, and a competent staff, We hope that

state and feder funds are forthcoming so that we might

continue this pr gram as long as there is a Vietnamese re-

settlement problem. Our classes will meet six hours a day,

five days a week, and offer the following subjects:

Intensive English
Listening English
Speaking English
Writing English
Reading English

Cultural Impact
American Institutions
Institutional Function
Survival Skills
Economic Procedures,
'American Social Structures
American Social Custots

To alert the Southeast Asian community that Clark College was now going

to offer a special program for refugees, we sent a copy of the following

letter to every Southeast Asiant4flamily in Clark County. Since many of

them could neither speak nor read English, we had it translated into
. .
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Vietnamese.

4.

Clar0College is offering an intensive languaLe and orienta-
tion class especially for Vietnamese students who Are new to-the
United States. The class will meet from 9:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m.
Monday through Friday beginning September 29. There will be class-
es in writing, speaking and reading English as well as classes in
American history and culture designed to help make the transition
from the Vietnamese way of life to the American way of life easier.
AU Vietnamese students who areinterested in this program should
'contact the teacher, Soren pegdke at the Learning Centex, Clark
College, Vancouver, WA. 98663. Phone 694-6521, Ext. 353.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Soren Roegdke
Instructor

STAFF

Seca e of our very limited funds, we designed the teaching assign-

ments to en ompass at least three separate language levels for six hours

a day. This was necessary if we were to be effective in our classes. We

knew that so of our students would be professional people with a-knowledge

of some English and French, and we knew from our registration experience

that some would be illiteratp in all languages. The problem, of course,

was how to handle at least thirty diversified students in three separate

classes for six hours a day. At this time our staff consisted of one

instructor, who doubled as director, hired for four hours a day, and a,

second instructor hired for two hours. This was all the budget could

afford. The answer, obviously was the Clark College Tutoring Program,

3
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TUTORING

Fall Quarter 1974, Annette Lambson, Director of the Learning Center

at Clark College, began a tutoring program for those students who needed

help in a specific subject area or a clasd. To participate in this program

each student was required to tutor one student, or several, twenty hours,

a quarter for each unit of credit in Tutoring 285. This credit was trans-

ferable and earned within the vocational or academic area it whidh. each

student tutored., For instance, if a student tutored math for forty hours

during the quarter, he received two hours of transferable.credit in liath

285. To qualify for tutoring, a student had to get airecommendation from

a faculty member who knew the tutor's competence in his subject matter

area and who knew the student was dependable. The student, was also re-

quired to keepa written journal which provided a record of significant

tutoring eiperiencesAnsl-subject matterl'for the tutoring seminars.

During each-quarter tutors were required to attend nine seminars

or nine training sessions with the outside agency in which they were

sstutoring_such asthe Vancouver gifted students program or the Vancouver
/-

alternative school. The significant fait about this tutoring program

was that none of the tutors were paid for their se ' vices.

From its conception one year ago, the tutoring program has grown

into an elite corps of one hundred four `tutors who s rued Clark College

students, the Vancouver Public School system, and other outside agencies

over eighteen hundred hours a quarter. Of course, this thriving program.

was ready-made to serve the sixty-four refugees who were to enroll in ,the

Clark College Southeast Asian Program. ,

After meeting with Annette during our first week of classes (by this

time we-had enrolled thirty -five students), we completed our staffing

needs for the quarter. Greg Lynn, who was working on a special education

:439
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project at Western Washington State College,, was assigned to us as our
4

third instructor for which he would receive twelve hourtrcollege credit.
.

Brooks Jenkins,.a wrier and reference librarian at Clark, offered po

teach one:hour five days a week for the experience, and the remainder of

the gaps in our schedule were filled with thirty-seven volunteer students
I ;

from.the tutoring program. 'With this staff we began our classes, which

before the end of the quarter, numbered sixty-four.students. At the end

of the quarter we FIci completed three months of intensive education;

serving this number of students, on a total budget of $4,478.00.

Our sixty-four students were, indeed, :e,diversified lot. They ranged

ih,age from eighteen to sixty-nine and in language ability from total il-

literacy in all languages to high literacy in several languages, the ex-'

ception being English. To add to this complexity, we made our program an

open door policy which accepted students from all cultures. We'eventuid-

ly ended up with a class consisting of Vietnamese, Cambodians, Laotians,

Portugese, Persian, Spanish, Danish, forean, and Chinese. With the ex-
- .

ception of.the Vietnamese, Cambodians, and etians, however, .the other.
,

cultures were represented by one or twoliudents. Profes9i6ally we

had students from every walk of life: a destroyer captain and three of
.

his officers, an obstetrici n, a French teacher; a pharmacist, a contrac-

tor, a public official; a g ldsmith, a carpenter, and housewives were 146"

numbered among our students.

MATERIALS

Since we had no budget, we could buy no books, or oth r learning

materials. So, we began our lessons on penmanship paper b Frawed from

theLearning ResOurce Center and a set o idioms, flash car s, and mimeo-

graphed exercises, copied from a diverse s poly of gramma books, composi-

tion books, -and assorted literature and poetry books. Thiou out the
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quarter this odd assortment of textbooks, together with borrowed E:S.L.

materials from the night program, ard a reat deal of imagination and

resourcefulness by our staff and tutors,ifurnished us with home- de

exercises enough to carry on our program/. The beginning student , taught

entirely by tutors, began by learni4g t7 write and pronounce th alpha-

bet. The intermediate group began with phonics, pronunciation xercises,

and pattern sentences. The top group b gad with common idioms, irammar
a

. .

exercises, Wnd reading
r

tapes from the d ve/apmental education p ogram.

Since we lad no testing materials, we dticided where our studen were
_.......

.

w thin our widcianguage spectrum by using the trial and error method.

If an ei rcise worked, we knew we were ccessful: if it was too dif-

ficult, e shared our ideas with the nex group up. Of course, we kept
,

file of all our lessons andAhy the end'of the quarter we had developed

40r ta,ibrary of materials borrowed from oth k r sources and original materials

created by the staff and tutors. These materials were on hand'to e,gin

our proham winter quarter.

/
lit To consolidate our materials and share our ideas daring the qua .ter,1

we held staff meetings. once aWeek.'41ere, we shared our successes and
, . .

,failures and coordinated tilistaff so that we were continually keeping

. track of ourselves alit our materials. At the same time we ere re arc-

ing each'new xercise several times by passing our lesso from tutor

lhto tutor, tea
i

er to. tutor, or tutor to teapher. Out of necessity the

the for our Methods was madness, flexibility and r
r.

CULTURAL iiiiaCT,HATERIALS

( To begin,the cultural PortionOf our program, we thew up a target

s 11 worksheet id wh/ch we 'listed the areas'necessary for the students

ki4t 'survive in an alien country. Once we had our target areas, we set

about the task of teaching the Vietnamese the liming skills Ehat are
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necessary for survival and advancement in America. On' a simple level,

the refugees had to learnshow to ride the bus, host use the telphone,

how to deal with mohey and banking, and how to get medical and dentbi

care. On a more complex level, the refugees had to attain the litenbas

and certification necessary for some jobs. For example, "teamsters" in

Vietnam were required different types of driver's licenses'than those,

issued in the United S'k'ates. ZiA.mesologists in Vietnim could practice

A- without a license. Further, lur students had to obt n drive r¢' licenses

so that they could make job contacts. Bui stems a te in'

Clark douatyfor'tp type of ravel necessary tdNfin

inadequ

a job.

an orienThe final part of our-c tural impacq program tion to

employment skills and oCcupa ions. The refugees whcqlad market le skills
t

had to prepare themselves r interviews, for filling out applic tions,

for writing job resumes, and r etiqg with other potential rkers
A

for jobs.

They also had to cope 4th t

Some employers are ?luctant'to hi

Engllehlbecause they are '
.

empyoyers who will 'to exploit t

faddy who has no 'skill y have to

wages until he can develop a better skill. However, the an

accountant for ten yeais in Saigon, does not want to wash dish

e more abstract euroymrtprob

e allensbecause they c'n't spe

oreign." Also, there -m411 be me

refugees. The 14n with aja

settle for a low level job wit low

o w an

s or be

twenty -four hour domestic. In short, we had

system as quickly as possible so that. weft the

be some understanding and some opportunity for

and begin supporting their families adequately

welfare.

4 2
--701M-
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To begin our cultural impac

lessons every cultural element

so that we were teaching Engli

ly, we invited speakers from-st

the students with their jibs in

CONCLUSION

At the end of two quartdrs

with 4g limited budget and tut

goals:

Li

Intensive English.

sa. Refugees met ve days a we
English: pronunciation, st ucture, d dio=s,,

of Clark Niaye/students , d

ly and collectiviely 'ith

and outside the c asSroom
d tutor. ,

.

t program: we included in Our language

out par sqciery.that we could devise

within epractical context. Additiohal--2

ous professions and programs to acgUaint

the institutions they represented.

the Clark hollege Southeast Asian program,

r staff, has accomplished the following
1

k for fhiSruc learn spoken

b. Trained ESL tutors comprise
commu4ity volunteers worked individ
refugees both in the English class

At the discretion of the stude

c. Language master tapes, cass tie tape players, video.ta , and

other media were employed o supplement regular instru ional

methods.

d. Basic reading and writing skills using the Laubach meth were

taught by staff And trained tutors to prepare students f ri
regular college courses and father studies in dAveIopme rte
reading and writing courses.

Cultural Impact
,

a. Instructors, tutors, and outside professional people tau t

, basic living skills t facilitate the survival of the refugeeg

in the U.S. These wer taught within a framework of basic\Etr

lis skills as well as ing forms, kits, and relia from aetUal

agen ies such as banks, mployment offices, health offices'u.nd

welf re offices.
i \

b. Tutors working in the act al neighborhoods of the irefugeee help-
ed them to practice living skills. For example, they taught\the

families how to read fOod items in the local paplt and how,t0\
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select the gale items. They taught then to drive so they could
furnish-their own transportation to the stores, and they raught
them how to use their molley in paying for groceries and other

ssrvices.' . _
c. The tutors4p1 then staff taught them American culture And

customs ,by sha ng in holiday projects such as Halloween;,
Thanksgiving{ d Christmas celebrations.

1 /

How, kowavie, after two quarter1s of intensive English and Accultura-

tion, many of our students feel they are ready to train for a particular

vocation. to meet theseneeds, we have redesigned our course to meet

fives days a week for seven hours a day. The students will study inten-

English within the context of lob preparatio

1
:for two hotirs a day.

One hour will be spent 4n a special class entitle "job-getting orienta-
1 ,

tion," which will be taught by our c unseling department at Clark and
N 1

finally, the Students will 'spend fou hours a 'day actually working in
\

particular vocational areas or 4ith prospective employers'. This quarter

of on-t -job training is necessary t give the student a more practical,
\

*Bonk goal.for ,Ainh he c ntoork. 'In short, the student will be more .

mnavated tp learn English related to his vocation than English in gener-
, t

: \
e vocational interests for our students are as follows:

Hotel Wqrk ..Photography
.

Jewelry' Railroad Work

I

Hachine,Shop Secretarial Work

Management Surveying

Mechanics Welding

Nursing .
)

Accouning
Businesa I

Carpentry 1

Data Processifig

Electrical
Factory Work

This list, if necessary, will be altered to'suit the needs of our

students, for the willingness to change--with all the risks involved- -

has been the key ingredient to the success of our program. We feel that
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r

(

miStakes,
--

zhanget, su es es, failures, and needs are all necessary to

our curriculuu.. For to main static or to,settle on a single method

is to neglect the developing student. Education to be effective must

be as dynamic as the individual who is being educated.

ti

-
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_ HUMANISTIC APPROACHES

TO LaNGUAGE A1RTS

INSTRUCTION

Davi4.N. McCarthy, Ph.D.
Cower Columbia College

i

'We know that a chicken cap "lea I" to ring a.bell if we reward it

with a kernel of corn. We know that dog will "learn" to shake hands,

if we reinforce that behavior with f O,' or perhaps, a pat and a positive

connent. Wetknow, similarly, that will earn to identify an

introductory adverbial clause 13,to cite !a poem if we rein orce his

behavior with a good grade and ma' be also a smile./ The def tion Of

I
.

"learning" that I am applying here i thil: learning.is a ch ge in be-
1

,1)avior. Before the learning took place, the in vidual was no able to

_\\ 1 lbckllt a certain behavios., Afteiward, the an mal or the stud t is able

\\ 1 'to manifestthat behavior; therefore, he-has earned.'

You might object: ItAs not that sitp ; there ifs allot mor involv-

ed in human learning than that. For exam e, /awn lea ing would

vOlveswriting adverbial clauses properly, it would imply analyzing the

content of the poem, and perhaps making a judgment of its literary merit.

So then,the concept "learning," when applied to humans, implies consider-"

ably more than a change in behavior.

But let me return to my chicken and dog example for a moment. Is

the chicken who can ring the bell for kernels'Of corn a "better' chicken

\ for the learning' Is the dog a more "complete, more self-fulfilled dog?"

toes he relate to the world any differently than before? I would maintain

Etta he may even be less of a dog or a chicken than he was before he learn-

o shake hands or ring the bell.

ndwhatof the person who can now identify and use adverbial clauses,li
who ca now analyze and evaluate the meaning of a pbem? Is he now more
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"human?" Is he a "better" person;. is he more complete, more self -ful-

filled? Does he relate to ,the world any differently titan he did before?

In many cases, he is not. In all too nany',fnstances he has only changed,

his behavior. Just Like the chicken and the dog.

What is the capitpl of Paraguay? When was the Treaty of btrecht signed?

Do you still remember the distance to the moon? you uSed to know.

But where is it If If you have 'ost it, I codtend it is because It

was never really learned; because really, sifien.you ver dealing with it,

it didn't make any difference you. And since it 'didn't make.any dif
ference to you, it didn't nak difference in you- - inside you. If'

Learning to use an auee or analyze poem does make a differ-

ente, it is na because you %.re nod able to plo,something you couldn't do

before. Rather, it Is beca,:se you have been able \o make some connection

between the flicts ,and cognitive processes you inte alized, and-your own

Self, your own person', your ownt"reality." So, t real learning, human

learning; is not a change in behaviorja4or, it is a change in percep-

tion. It's something,'that takes place "inside" of human beings._ Herel

then, is where ite_heg6, whbn we speak of humanistic approaches to lan---
liege arts instruction. We must be with,the "inside."

There will always be three elements present in classroom learning:

the student,student, the teacher, and the subject mater.

Let us look at this "change in perception" idea first from the stand-

point of the student. He sits in class; he "learns" to identify and use

adverbial clauses, or how to analyze the imagery in some lines of poetry.

And he asks himself, but probably he does not ask the teacher, "But what

does this have to do with ay life? How is it related to my needs, and

aspirations and to my own self?" And if he cannot see !IOW it is, then I

47
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maintain that no real learning has taken place

Changes in behavior, merely the acquisition of

here at all--merely a few

information and some cog-

i ve skills. And perhaps, perhaps he gets "turned off."

Students don't get turned off to education; they don't drop out be-
,

e they weren't given information; they get plAnty of information.

ey get turned off because,they can't see the relevance. And, if the

tudent cannot see the

vance. Real learning,

relevance, then, I must insist, there is no rele-

learning which makes a difference, learning which

is a ch

1:

ge in perception, involves discovering meaning, discoVering

meaning elevane to the self. Real learning, then, is a deeply peZhonal

matter. To humanize the language arts experience is to begin by' seeing
. , ,

how things seen to the student. .

The teacher gives a wiiring assignment so that students will'lea

clear and logical nodes of expression. Ogetatuden really loves wri ing.
.

I

He sees the activity as 2-vehicle for creative !expr scion; another sees

it as a tedious game; a third,perceives the process as a "typical, worth-

less, stupid Egglish assignmeqt." He hates it.

Three different realities, thrA 'different learning experiences:

love, indifference, hate. Strong emotions.

Humanistic approaches to languhge arts instruction deal With these

emotions: And when we start dealing with personal meaningfulness and

personal "relevance," when westart dealing with the "inside," feeling

will increase as an event becomes closer to the self.' For example, sup-
.

pose you and I are standing on the lawn conversing about tarantulas in a

far-off country. I say, "I was just reading of an alarming increase of

tarantulas in Texas." (Slight increase of emotion.) Another friend

joins us, and says, "The increase is dot in Texas, but nigh; here in
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Seattle." (Emotions start to pick up) "As a matter Of fact,"'he says,
.

.
"I just saw one In the lot next door'/ (your heart beats faster). "Look

.out, you're going to step on one"*(as you jummut of your skin). The
P . .

closer and more important the event t the self, the more emotion is in-

volved, whether we are dealing With taraneU4s, or adverbial clauses, or

Poems, or essay vittng. The closer.the meaning to the self, the greater

the feeling. , . .

// \

,So; feeling and meanin are not unrelated. There can beno thoUght

without some attendant feeling. A if learning is discovaring'peiOal .

meaningfulneis, it is going to hay
\

1

ome attendant f elihg. The only
.

things ich arouse no emotions are \hings which ha e no personal rele ce.

You fan only be objective about thing that don't matter. If it matter

iimatters.subjectiyely..

\
Thus, from the point of view of th ,student, learning involvts the

discovery of meaning relative to the se . ,The more relevant the meaning

is the more emo ion will be atticked to\it. In this learning process,

ploughtland'fee Ingtcannot'be separated. We have, therefore, got to deal

with the studen Is feelings.

Next, let look at humanizing learnin.g)rom the standpoipt of the
. .

.teacher. What does the"teacher need to ho to humanize the learning ex-
.

perience? First of all, if learning is a change in behavior, teaching is

merely arranging the contingencies of reinforcement.. If we only want

students nocone to know the capitol of Paraguay:all we must do Ls arrange

yays to tell them, show them, drill them, test them, and grade them. But

if learning is a ehange in perception, then teaching becomes "facilitat-
,.........

ing."

What does it mean to "facilitate" learning? Let me give you three
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short quotes about teach1ng,from the poet - philosopher Khalil Giblan.
A %

He expressed it,so.much better than I can: ; _. e

-'\',./

"The teacher, who walks in the shadow of the temple aillong his

followers, 'gives not of his wision, but rattter*of his faith and.
IIhis' lovingness." 1,_._,--,

,

v
,*

.The real'teaCher is a real person to and with his,students. He has faith.
.\ \..

1; I

7

in the basic "goodness" of human nature. He is nOt.a faceless embodiment
3 r.

of a systeM; he not a sterile tubefthrough which knowledge is passed.

Wen his students miss claps he does n

don't come to class, Im going to give

teacherf,says what he really feels: "You know, when-you don't come to

class, I feel pretty uncertain: I don'e'

. I coursework is not valuable to you. Let's

t say, "Aright you'guys, if you

ou an "." :Bather the feel

Because

because they

it in growth.

perception,

now 11 you're ill, or if the

alk about it." \

be ltvoids the facade, and the mask, btudents.trUt him. And

trust him, they are willingto hazard the uncertainty implic-

It,PS\a risky thing to lea?n, if le

1
rning is a change in

1Bcause,, to differently is be different, difyelifer-
ent from how you were befoie. And it's much picer, much safer to stay the

t
Aft same. But it's threatgning to say, "I don't understand." It's risky to

. t(

say, "but I see the 'world differently from how you see it." It's easier

to remain ,he same, following the same patterns and playing the same games.

With an open teacher,.thstudent is going to take that risk. It's

not enough to have an open cAssroom we've got also to have ari open

teacher. The open teacher respop o the student the way he is,'not t he

' ,way he would ike t1 1t student to b

tr.

Respond to the student the way he is. This brings me to my second

quote:

"No man can reveal to you ought, but. ttat aftich already lies

half asleep at the dawning of your own knowledge."
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'
The teacher who "facilitates liMing," reveals to the student what is

already there within him. He fs like the sculptor who carves the figures

\f Hercules from the block Of Ape. If I may quote Liebnitz:

"The comparison of a block of marble which has veins, rather
than a block of marble wholly even, or a blank tablet, that is,
what is called among philosophers a tabula'raza. For if the sou
(and here we may substitute "student") resembled these blank tab
lets, thoughts would be in us as the figure 0 HercUles in the
marble, when the marble is wholly indifferent to the reception of
this figure or some other. But, if there were veins in the block
which would indicate the figure of Hercules rath than other
figures, this block would be more determined th a o, and Hercules
would bet in it as in some innate, although it wou be needful to
labor to discover these veins, to clear\them by polishing andby
cutting away what prevents them from appearing. "1

Facilitatinglearning/is helping the student discover the veins;'it

is clearing and polishing the figure of Hercules which is innate Within

the marble. It is allowing for the development of and fulfilling of a

potential alrady-there.
0

' This brings me to my third quotation abgut the teacher:

"If he is indeed wise, he does not bid you enter the house
of his wisdom, but rather leads you to the threshold of
your owe mind."

Where is this "threshold?" Let me'give you another example. Give a

small child a bd2c of tinker toys. Don't'show him how to use their', burr

jest to him loose with them. It may take him a long time to'construct

somet ng. When hehas done so, he may have developed a generalization;

principles: "ShapeEi with openings fit together to create new organiza-

tions." But, he Ls learned two things: the principle and, I think

even more itporently, the idea of responsibility. He is responsible

for what he .has done. He did it himself. Give this same child a set of

stinker toys,but this time, show him exactly how they. work: "This goes

1
G. W. Leibnftz, New Essays Concerning Hunan Understanding, (Illinois:

Open Court, 1949) pp. 45-6
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here, that goes there, and you can fit things together and make
,

larger

shapes. ", He will still in the end, have the same concept. But, what he

yon'.,t have learned is responsibility.
4.

A teacher, or an educational, institution, WItichrequires'only that ,

the student come up.t its expectations of competence, is not turning

Out mature individuals- If I say to the student, "These are my expecb,«

tions, and if you 'reach\them you get an A, and if you only gdt90 percept

of the way I'll give you a'B,.and if ypu only get 80 percent I'll give you

a C, I'm telling him what I want him to be. I'm taking the responsibil-

ity. Too mach of education consists of coming ,up to somebodpfelse's 6X-
/

4

pectations. The Student is learning to behave "as if" he is what he is

not. And it's almost'as absurd as king the/elephant to behave as if '0

it were a rosebush.

. _
One of the classroom games.we play that denies responsibility is the

"Guess what's on my mind" game. It goes like this. SuAtose we are read-.

'ing Frost's "Stopping by Woods.on a Winter's'Everiing," and We°are "dis-

cussing" the lines:

"the Woods are lovely, dark and deep

But I have promises £0 keep,

,And miles/to go befoie Ii sleep
//

And mile 'to go beroreI sleep."

/ I say to the class, "that do ese lines mean?" Note the word "mean."

One student raises his ha W d says, "They mean that he hila lot of

work-to do. "! And I say, "Well that's
,

A second student raises his hanCINaad say

t l i thiuiet eau y, ubt bt

etty close, but not quite it."

"They meant that he would like

he c
t

nn " And k say,. "That's

at he would like

That's it: ".

N

o s ay onger n s q

retty good...," And another student says, .!'lley 'Mean

to --they are a death wish." And I say, "That's.right
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What about these other students? Was their aning wrong? How do th

feel? Stupid, leis competent? You learn thi game in the classroom.

You learn there are always three answers:, the right answer and the wrong

answer. But the best answer is the answer the Lacher wants. This game

fulfills Paul Tillich's definition of the fatal.pedagogiCalierror: "to

throe answeiilikestones at the heads of students who have no even ask-

eded questions."
1

I

Our classrooms are filled,with these phony games, games which deny

responsibility, games atiCh create_Nej-us-t-ed," ,smoothly. functiOning

but dead citizens. This is not to say letP quit the games. let's

be aware of the gamed we are using. Let's give the student a choice.

At this point rhave made two major points. From the point of view 9f

the stud nt, learning is the'discovery of meaning relevant to the self.

And as st; it will involve an effActive or emotional, as well as a.cogni-
:,

tive or thi king_cqMponent. Secondly, such learning is "facilitated" by

an open teacher: one who fi:ieiraria who allows the stud t to take res-

. ponsibility for his own learning; one who does not throw answe like stones,

but rather'lets the student discover the figure of Hercules in the marble.

4\
We turn next to the subject matter itself.

Any SU jeLt matter is B2JIAILlsLhave_withia it an affective and a cogni-

tive component. Affect deals with emotions, dispositions, and concerns.

CiSgnion deals with factUal knowledge, and formal relationships. It is

the discipline ,in the ways of knowinginvolving induction, deductioh, an

generalization. What we want-to do is combine or integrate these compon

ents so that they reinfoice and support each other.

This process involves, integrating the traditional language arts sub-

jects and processes of readin-arrd-vrrititg with the students' interests

'53
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and cdtcerhs. These concerns and intb.ests can be identified generally '

as idntity, connectedness, and power. Identity concerns are rented to

the person's sense of worth, and they answer the qhestion "Who am I?"

, and "What am I worth?" Connectedness concerns deal with the person's

relationships with others, and answer the questions "'Co whom do I belong?"

an "Who are t e significant, other persons?" Power issues deal with

those behaviors aimed at providing'the person with a sense of influence

over his- own
A.

lffe

I do?"

d environment: " w do I get more control over whitt

Above all else, it.is lanbuage whidli fakes man different from other

'living creatures. To be human is to think and feel throuOpaTege. A

humanistic apprdach to l'inguage arts instruction merely ,takes cot,tizance.

of this simple truth.
4
t

It would peih4ps be instructive to close this paper by raking one of

my own questions: How is all of is discussio of humanism relevatrto ' '\

education today in the community col ge? ftudents come to us, and they'",

say, "Give me pdke skills." TheYrdon't ay,'"I want t be humanized; I

want to be self-actualized; I
e
watt to achieve my human. po ntial." They

say, "I want to get a jab. ,I want some,eraiting." And I would agree.

We need 'raining. . 4ut we alsO nAid.moie.. Training givei the student the
,,

tools and skills he needs go out and to.fit into a:pre-determined slot

i' society. Training is the ability to aptly the ruldt, but without \

que tioning the reasons. Training involves acquiring Allis and some

cogni ve knowledge., tut training is,on

give our .atudents training--we can teach

reading. ght we can thethe same lessons
\

the ability to deal rationally w4th thei

awareness, self- krtewledge, and re4onsib

5 ,A

lylitiChange,inibehaviors We an

hect the skills of writing and

, and at the saMe time, give them

r own selves. We can engender

ility, while teaching ading,

\ \
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,o

writing,.-and grammar.

This, then, is what I mean by "humanistic" when applie4 to language

arts instruction. And such an approach is not anti-intellectual. On the

contrary, it seeks realistically to make intelligence functional. Such
.

a posture is concerned with discovery, caring and personal meaning, not

just because that is a nice way to live, but rather because it is the

hard-headed, necessary road to ppAucing the kinds of people we want

and need.

.*
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